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19.	Let E be a Hilbert space, U a continuous operator in E. Suppose there is an elemefl*
a =£ 0 in E such that: (1) the elements an = U "a for n ^ 0 (with U°a = a) form a total
sequence in E; (2) the image of E by the hermitian operator F = U~\- U* is the on©**
dimensional subspace D = Ka.
Let E0 be a closed vector subspace of E not reduced to 0 and such that U(E0) <= Eo»
let l/o be the restriction of U to E0, and P0 the orthogonal projection of E onto Eo *
 (a)	Show that E0 cannot be orthogonal to D. (Observe that for any y orthogonal to
D, Uy=—U*y9 and conclude that if E0 was orthogonal to D, one would hav^
U»y = (— l)nu*"y for every y e EQ; show that this contradicts the assumption that th*
Una form a total sequence in E.)
 (b)	Prove that for any x e E0, Ugx = PQ U*x = PQU *x.
 (c)	Prove that the image of E0 by K0 = U0 -f U$ is not reduced to 0, hence is the
subspace D0 = Po(D) of dimension 1 (use the fact that P0a^0 and the result of (b))*
 (d)	Prove that the elements US(P0 a) constitute a total sequence in E0. (Let F0 be the
closed vector subspace of E0 generated by that sequence, and F6 the orthogonal supple-
ment of F0 in E0. Prove that Fo is orthogonal to D and that t/0(F6) = U(F'Q) c pj;
conclude as in (a).)
20.	Let E be a separable Hilbert space, U a compact operator in E whose spectrum con-
sists of 0 and of an infinite sequence (An) of distinct eigenvalues ^ 0 such that k(Xn) « 1
and that E(An) is one dimensional for every n. For each n, let an be an eigenvector of V
corresponding to An, and bn an eigenvalue of U* corresponding to An (see (11.5.5));
an and bn are chosen in such a way that (an| &„) = 1.
 (a)	Let A and B be the closed vector subspaces of E respectively generated by the
an and the bn, B' and A' the orthogonal supplements of B and A, respectively. Show that
B' is stable for £7, contains U~l(Q) and that the restriction of U to B' has a spectrum
reduced to 0.
 (b)	Suppose the series of general term |AB| • \\an\\ - \\bn\\ is convergent. Show then
that for any xe A, Ux=^^n(x\bn)an, where the series is convergent in E; (/"'(())
n
then contains A n B'.
(c)	Give an example in which A n B' is infinite dimensional and £/(A n BO -
A n B'. The following method may be used: let E be a Hilbert sum of three Hilbert
spaces of infinite dimension F,R, S, having respective Hilbert bases (/„), (rn), and (sn);
define a sequence (an) in F -f R such that/, is the projection of an in F and the closed
vector subspace generated by the an is F + R. To do this, observe that in a Hilbert
space H with a Hilbert basis (en)n%o, the closed vector subspace generated by the
6*0 -f en for n ^ I is equal to H, and take for F -f- R the Hilbert sum of a sequence of
Hilbert spaces all equal to H. Define U such that Uan=*\nan, Urn = }inrn^l for
/z> 1, Uri = 0, Usn = ju,n,yn+1, where the sequences (An) and (/xn) converge rapidly
enough to 0 (cf. Section 11.2, Problem 3). One thus gets B => F, A =* F H- R, and
AnB'^R.
6. THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION
We now apply the preceding theory to the example (11.2.8). We consider
here the prehilbert space G of continuous complex-valued functions in
I = [a, b]9 with (f\g) =^f(t)g(t) dt, and the operator U such that Uf is the
function

